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Akrotea.ch, Switzerland 

Presented by Ann Hotz-Cartwright (Teaching Staff, Project Management, 

Akrotea.ch)  

 

The Guiding Principles of Akrotea.ch are 

 to live in an intercultural way 

 to act with dedication towards our clients  

 to acknowledge lifelong learning 

 to facilitate the achievement of quality 

 

 

What are the course essentials? 

 

 The entrance threshold is low 

 

 Classes are small, limited to no more than 10 participants 

 

 They are organised either in or close to the participants' place of residence 

 

 Free day nurseries are available 

 

 They are mixed with regard to gender, nationality, age, etc. 

 

 German is introduced to the participants in small manageable steps based on 

their educational competence level at entrance 

 

 The courses are integrated within the Common European Framework of 

Reference for Languages, GER 

 

 The courses are based on hermeneutical principles of foreign language 

learning 

 

 Courses are taught by appropriately qualified teachers 

 

 The Zurich Cantonal Agency for Integration commissions the courses. The 

Agency provides approx. 50% of the funding, the local authorities approx, 

25%, leaving about 25% to be contributed by the participants. This leads to 

relatively low direct costs to the participants (maximum  SwFr 5.-  per lesson). 

 

 The courses for illiterate adult learners are embedded in this total concept.  At 

the present time courses are offered in the municipalities of Rüti and Effretikon 

on the basis of two 90-minute lessons per week. 
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Theory of Learning Fields by Hans Brügelmann  

 

Our courses are based on the theory of learning fields put forward and developed 

(primarily for first language learners in the state school system) by Hans 

Brügelmann. We have modified his theory to suit our own special purposes. 

The Learning Fields listed below do not provide a specific order for concrete 

learning offers. Their aim is rather to set learners tasks at different levels of 

achievement and provide or offer a variety of openings to enable access to the 

field of writing. Every aspect of writing is important in itself from the very beginning 

and cannot be ticked as "completed", i.e. learnt, just by 'doing' it, working through 

it, once.  Giving students multifacetted access to writing from the outset 

potentially enables them to deal with writing issues more discerningly as their 

knowledge develops. Thus, learning pathways are not to be compared to a 

staircase on which learners proceed gradually upwards from step to step. What is 

being learnt is always provisional, ready to be extended and refined as 

comprehension grows. The concept of linearity in a course of studies is to be 

substituted by the image of a spiral or helix offering repeated passage through the 

same learning fields but at changing levels. 

 

1.  Constructing words in the written language 

 

As a first step participants begin to grasp that written words bear meaning. 

Rules for the structure of the word - the order of the single letters - are still unknown.  

Should a participant write MTL as a skeletal form of MANTEL  (in English CT to stand 

for COAT) it can be said that they have basically comprehended a relationship 

between a sound and its linguistic  representation; away from ideographical 

expression towards meaning realised by a combination of letters in a given word. 

 

2.  Participants' conscious understanding of the letters of the alphabet 

 

The ability to read and write cannot be assembled from single skills or items of 

factual knowledge. It depends far more on setting a mental process in train while 

learners are handling written text and further developing this process by degrees 

to help gain insights into the workings of our alphabetical system. 
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I have however also discovered that participants react very well and are grateful 

when they are able to refresh their knowledge of the letters briefly at the 

beginning of a lesson. 

Perhaps it gives adults (in contrast to children) more confidence and because we 

only meet twice a week refreshing the alpabetical system raises their feel-good 

factor. 

I show them the individual letters and we pronounce only the phonetic values. I 

support them with sound gestures to help them memorise the character of the 

sound of the practised letters. 

 

3.  Learning German 

 

Although the aim of our lessons is to teach literacy we cannot ignore our students' 

need to learn German too. We believe in following Freire's most important 

concept of leading participants towards independent and free thought and 

action. Yet it is clear that within the constraints of so few literacy lessons with 

students whose knowledge of German is either minimal or non-existent and over a 

period of a mere 12 weeks that although Freire's approach does remain basic to 

our teaching we have to find new practical answers. 

So as a teacher I have to ask myself rationally how to improve learners' knowledge 

of German in the space of a 12 week period while developing their ability to read 

and write. Learning aims will arise from this automatically. 

First of all it does not make sense to expect too much.  Less is more!  We are more 

than content when our students are able to describe their personal details, count 

to a hundred, tell the time and produce one or two simple sentences on the 

chosen subject correctly. 

 

4. Reading and writing functions 

 

To allow learners to act means for instance selecting learning formats that are true 

to life and practical.  Work sheets bear simple instructions in German so that those 

participants with even a little knowledge of the language are able to work 

independently. The benefits gained by the use of the written language can be 
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experienced in normal everyday life and provide strong motivation to get 

involved in it and begin to come to terms with its specific demands. 

 

5.  The arrangement of elements 

Can a unity be established between the letter and the word? For those who are 

beginning to write it is not easy to grasp the concept of the "word".  As they begin 

to notice the difficulty in making out a linked chain of letters they may have the 

idea of marking the borders between words by additional signs. The space, i.e. 

'nothing', does not mean anything to them. They need to develop an intuitive 

concept of the "word", which usually happens only as a result of their contact with 

writing. Separating or joining words together helps to strengthen the concept of 

"word".  Syllables are a simple form of grouping spoken sounds.  

Participants who learn to arrange letters into syllabic groups also learn to read 

more economically. They learn to process polysyllabic words productively. We can 

begin by clapping the individual syllables, say (as an example in English)   WIN-

DOW. However the derivation of  sound pattern arrangement does not lend itself 

to the clapping of syllables,   WAL-KING. And in a foreign language the problem is 

even greater. But the clapped syllabic sound can make sense as an aid to 

memorising. It might also help learners' understanding of this problem if the vowels 

and consonants were written from the outset in different colours. 

As learners progress they could also be asked to mark the arrangement of a 

word's elements graphically using syllabic curves or arcs. 

 

6. Analysis of sounds 

In analysing sounds questions of their differentiation, ommitance and connection 

may be raised. Long and short vowels may be represented by a single letter of the 

alphabet. As our participants begin to learn this the demands of orthography also 

begin to arise. While in German the length or the shortness of a vowel sound is 

marked by the spelling this is hardly transparent for beginners. There are further 

problems connected with dialect or regional pronunciation differences and the 

existence of a "standard" form of the language used especially in writing. We have 

found that the provision of a table of phonetic symbols is useful. It is easier for 
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participants to learn how to subdivide words and differentiate sounds by writing 

their own words and texts with the help of the table, always of course appropriate 

to their level of language development (Reichen-Tabelle). 

 

7.  Projects 

In project work lessons are oriented towards activity which is learner-centred and 

not only cognitive but which expressly includes the emotions and practical 

outcomes. Projects are designed to meet particular needs, formulate certain 

questions and solve problems. The results should produce use value for the 

participants. In the course of the work learners are trained within a realistic 

framework to improve their communication and problem-solving strategies in 

everyday situations. 

 

8.  Vocabulary recognition 

From writing to meaning. Writing must gain a value of its own, independent of the 

object to which it relates or the social activities in which it is used:  from "petrol" to 

"Esso". In a next step it is necessary to learn that meaning is retained even when 

the graphic or written form changes:  "Cola". Efficient reading is dependent on a 

kind of sense expectation. It does not function simply as a three-step process 

Written Form > Sound > Meaning.  Succesful reading is already involved with sense 

expectation even at the single-word level. 

This is even more the case at sentence level. At the beginning the course 

participants began to understand the word as a combination of graphic forms, 

similar to a picture or a logo. Later the word would be scanned from letter to letter 

but so quickly that the word seemed to be recognised in its entirety. Recognition 

had been "automated". 

The same is true of writing. There is also no direct route from that first "painting" of 

particularly important words to "automatic" writing. Finally learners have to 

recognise the inter-relatedness of the word image and the sound realisation, a 

process facilitated by writing down words under recognition of their sounds from 

an early stage onwards. 
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9.  Writing and understanding texts 

 

In reading and writing we open ourselves to the self and to the other. Revealing 

the meaning of a text by reading and disclosing meaning in a text by writing are 

two closely involved processes. That said, we cannot read 'real' books and stories 

like serial novels or thrillers in our classes.  The vocabulary for their comprehension 

simply does not yet exist. 

But we can and do offer easy poems, very simple texts and sentences to provide 

a meeting place with the written language. These tasks are carried out in partner 

and group work and even though they constitute a great challenge, the 

advantages in the long run are substantial. To realise that the same text is open to 

differing interpretations can be a revelation. 

 

10.  Understanding signs 

 

Unknown signs confuse. They require ordering. What are the signs in this system? 

How do they differ? Where have we to particularly take care? The inherent logic 

of alphabetical writing systems cannot be learnt in a single step. Every system of 

signs has its own rules. Many specific features have to be followed to be able to 

understand our alphabetical system of writing. It is essential for our participants to 

understand that the same row or chain of letters always stands for a meaning 

provided of course that they are read from left to right. And in addition that the 

ordered row of letters retains its meaning whatever font or size it is written in. 

 

Summary 

 

Strengths of our programme 

 Individual support 

 Fast progress using the method of “reading by writing” 

 Small learning groups 

 Specially qualified teaching staff  
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 Participants can stay for more than one year without getting bored 

 Classes are split up into two groups: beginners and those who can already 

read and  

write  but need more time 

 

 

 

 

Weaknesses of our programme 

 Not enough lessons per week 

 Great amount of preparatory work for the teacher 

 A lack of political recognition means that we do not have the necessary 

financial 

 support 

 

 

Rüti, 27.9.2011 

 

 

 


